Upon the request of Bedia Medical Centre in Salfit district and Patient's Friends Society in Tulkarm district, BASR opened two ENT clinics there to reach out to a larger number of poor and vulnerable patients unable to cross long distances and reach BASR’s main facility in Beit-Jala.

BASR outreach team comprising ENT specialized doctor and audiologists commenced weekly visits to both Salfit and Tulkarm districts for treating patients with ENT diseases, performing audiometry and other auditory assessments as well as fitting and programming hearing aids serving around 30 beneficiaries each visit.

The establishment of ENT clinics aims to expand the accessibility of BASR services to the north area of the West Bank, alongside orienting BASR’s beneficiaries of all advanced mechanisms used by the ENT team.
BASR Opens two Outpatient ENT Clinics in Salfit and Tulkarm Districts